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IceBear: 

Integrated Crystal-data-tracking Enhancing Biochemistry Education And Research

Developed by Ed Daniel (University of Oulu)

Addressing the needs of the researchers of 

a home lab, using a diverse range of 

crystallization setups and crystal treatment 

protocols.





IceBear has several modules.  

Central hubs are the Drop viewer and the Crystal page.

Several navigation options, using active links or using the search box, 

are available to reach these pages.



(selecting a crystal:  crystal identifier/sample name: LMTIM_9098A07d1c1)  

the search box



Using IceBear when freezing crystals:

a crystal gets associated with a pin/pinbarcode  or pin/puck position





The shipping manifest



The crystal page communicates with ISPyB.



The crystal page

Crystal page can be found in various ways, including using the search box

searching for the PDB code and the sample name.

If their exists a PDB deposited structure, then this information can be provided.

If one sample has resulted in several PDB structures then several PDB codes can be 

provided.



The PDB page: if more than one crystal/sample has been used then this information 

can be provided



On this page

-we can easily find the crystallization conditions

-we can easily find the diffraction information



When the Diamond-link is activated we reach the correct ISPyB-page:

-refinements of structures are very often done later, but with this 

functionality we can easily check resolution, radiation damage, anisotropy, 

cell dimensions, spacegroup etc



Each project member (with write access) can make notes, which then 

can be seen by all project members. User management is very flexible.



Each project member (with write access) can make notes, which then can be seen by 

all project members



IceBear is under continuous development, being tested at Weizmann and DLS



https://icebear.oulu.fi/help/

https://icebear.oulu.fi/ (demo/demo  9098)

Contact: Ed Daniel, Lari Lehtiö, Rik Wierenga

https://icebear.oulu.fi/help/
https://icebear.oulu.fi/
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